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API  

This chapter explains API (Application Programming Interface) to use a PCI-DIO01. 

Currently it supports API as follows. 
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Board Level API Functions 

Overview  

BOOL OpenDAQDevice (int nModel, int nBoard) 

BOOL  ResetBoard (int nModel, int nBoard) 

BOOL CloseDAQDevice (int nModel, int nBoard) 

 

 

OpenDAQDevice 

int   OpenDAQDevice (int nModel, int nBoard) 

It opens a device. You may call this function at the very first time you run the program and some 

suspicious operation. 

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

Return Value: 

If the function succeeds, it returns the number of boards which were detected. 

If the function fails, the return value is -1, it means there is no device in the system. 

 

 

ResetBoard 

BOOL      ResetBoard (int nModel, int nBoard) 

It initializes a device at currently equipped system (PC). 

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

Return Value: 

If the function fail to reset, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function succeed to reset, it returns “TRUE”. 
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CloseDAQDevice 

BOOL   CloseDAQDevice (int nModel, int nBoard) 

 The CloseDAQDevice function closes all opened devices (PCI-DIO01 series boards). If use of 

device is finished, it can certainly close a device for making it other programs so as usable. 

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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DIO(Digital Input Output) API Functions 

Overview  

BOOL DIN_Read (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal)  

BOOL  DOUT_Write (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal)  

BOOL DIO_DirWrite (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

 

 

DIN_Read 

BOOL  DIN_Read (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

  Read a 32bit Digital Input value. 

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

*dwVal : It is a pointer of variable to get from currently value of an input port.  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 

 

DOUT_Write 

BOOL   DIO_Write (int nModel, int nBoard, int nReg, DWORD dwVal) 

  Write a 32bit Digital Input value to output port.  

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

dwVal : The value to record to an output port.  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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DIO_DirWrite 

BOOL  DIO_DirWrite (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

  It sets up a direction of an I/O port. 

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

dwVal : 32bits port set up in 8bit unit. For example, if outputs is only DIO[7:0], dwVal value is “0x1”. 

 

DIO DIO[31:24] DIO[23:16] DIO[15:8] DIO[7:0] 

dwVal bit dwVal(3) dwVal(2) dwVal(1) dwVal(0) 

dwVal setvalue 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

DIO direction Out In Out In Out In Out In 

  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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TIMER API Functions 

Overview  

BOOL TMR_ReadCurTime (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal 

BOOL  TMR_WriteTimeCount (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

BOOL TMR_ReadStatus (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

BOOL TMR_ReadCommand (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

BOOL TMR_WriteCommand (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

BOOL TMR_WriteAltCount (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

 

 

TMR_ReadCurTime 

BOOL  TMR_ReadCurTime (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

  It gets a 32bit Timer count value currently. (TMR_CUR Register check) 

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

*dwVal : It is a pointer of a variable to get from currently using counter value of an Up-Timer.  

It is a counter of 5Mhz clock. 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 

 

TMR_WriteTimeCount 

BOOL  TMR_WriteTimeCount (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

  It sets up a 32-bit Timer value. (TMR_SET Register setup)  

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

dwVal : The minimum value is ‘1’ to the Counter value for time-out to occur-in. 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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TMR_ReadStatus 

BOOL  TMR_ReadStatus (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

  It gets a register value that can take action state. (TMR_STA Register check) 

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

*dwVal : It is a pointer of a variable to get from reading register value. Register bits use as follows. 

 

Use

1

Reserved

TMR_STA   STATUS  Register Bit Position & Usage

01531 16

Use
 

Bit Name Description Default 

0 TimeOut If it occurred time-out. (TMR_CUR>=TMR_SET) set to  ‘1’. ‘1’ 

15 - 1 - For Future Use All ‘0’ 

31 - 16 ALT_CNT The minimum value is ‘1’ to 10 MHz clock counter value for the output 

that is ‘1’ using in Alternative actions. 

All ‘0’ 

 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 

 

TMR_ReadCommand 

BOOL  TMR_ReadCommand (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

  It gets the COMMAND register value to have been set up currently. (TMR_CMD Register check) 

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

*dwVal : It is a pointer of a variable to get from reading register value. 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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TMR_WriteCommand 

BOOL  TMR_WriteCommand (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

  It sets up the COMMAND register for Timer action. (TMR_CMD Register setup) 

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

dwVal : Register Setup value. The register setup bit is as follows. 

 

01

Used

31

Reserved

TMR_CMD  Register Bit Position & Usage

234567

 

Bit Name Description Default 

0 Enable If it is ‘1’, a Timer operates. (Up-Counter) ‘0’ 

1 Clear If it is ‘1’, it initialize current (TMR_CUR) value to “0x00000000” ‘0’ 

2 Auto If it is ‘0’, It will occur One-Shot output. If it is ‘1’, it will occur time-out. It operates 

automatically as reload the timer value of “TMR_SET” 

If it is Auto =’1’, Alt=’0’, the frequency outputs frequency =  5M/(TMR_SET+1). 

If it is Auto =’1’, Alt=’1’, the frequency outputs frequency = 10M/(TMR_SET+1) . 

‘0’ 

3 Alt It is a bit of Alternative action. If it is ‘0’, it put an output value into reverse 

whenever time-out occurs 

If it is ‘1’, it outputs ‘1’ like numbers to have been set up to ALT_CNT, and it outputs 

‘0’ until time-out occurence 

‘0’ 

4 OutSel If it is ‘1’, the Timer output through IO outputs a value of “OutVal”.  

If it is ‘0’, it outputs by the Timer actions 

‘0’ 

5 OutVal It is an output value when the Timer output is IO ‘0’ 

6 - For Future Use ‘0’ 

7 Load If it is ‘1’, it loads an TMR_SET value to TMR_CUR. 

If the Load = ‘0’, Enable = ‘1’, the Timer will be operate. 

 

31-8 - For Future Use All ‘0’ 

 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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TMR_WriteAltCount 

BOOL  TMR_WriteAltCount (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

  It sets up a value of 16bits Timer in Alternative actions. (ALT_CNT Register setup)  

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

dwVal : The minimum value is ‘1’ to 10Mhz clock Counter value for the output ‘1’.  

A relation between TMR_SET register and output signal is as follows. 

 

TMR_SET

ALT_CNT

 

 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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COUNTER API Functions 

Overview  

BOOL  CNTR_ReadCurCount (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

BOOL  CNTR_WriteTarCount (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

BOOL CNTR_ReadStatus (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

BOOL CNTR_ReadCommand (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

BOOL CNTR_WriteCommand (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

BOOL CNTR_ReadTarCount (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

 

 

CNTR_ReadCurTime 

BOOL  CNTR_ReadCurTime (int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

  It gets a 32bit Counter value currently. 

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

*dwVal : It is a pointer of a variable to get from currently using Counter value.  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 

 

CNTR_WriteTarCount 

BOOL  CNTR_WriteTarCount(int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

  It sets up 1 32-bit Counter value. (TARGET_CNT Register setup)  

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

dwVal : The minimum value is ‘1’ to the Counter value for time-out to occur-in. 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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CNTR_ReadStatus 

BOOL  CNTR_ReadStatus(int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

  It gets a register value that can take action state.  

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

*dwVal : It is a pointer of a variable to get from reading register value.  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 

 

CNTR_ReadCommand 

BOOL  CNTR_ReadCommand(int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

  It gets the COMMAND register value to have been set up currently.  

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

*dwVal : It is a pointer of a variable to get from reading register value. 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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CNTR_WriteCommand 

BOOL  CNTR_WriteCommand(int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD dwVal) 

  It sets up the COMMAND register for Counter action. Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

dwVal : Register Setup value. The register setup bit is as follows. 

 

Bit Name Description Default 

0 Enable If it is ‘1’, a timer operates. (Up-Counter) ‘0’ 

1 Clear If it is ‘1’, it initialize current Counter value to “0x00000000” ‘0’ 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 
 

CNTR_ReadTarCount 

BOOL  CNTR_ReadTarCount(int nModel, int nBoard, DWORD *dwVal) 

  It reads a value of 32bits Counter. 

Parameters: 

nModel : It writes down the PCI-DIO01 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. 

*dwVal : It is a pointer of a variable to get from reading register value. 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 


